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07 72 36 / 08 62 00 – Smoke and Heat Venting Skylights - KINGSPAN
08 62 00 – Unit Skylights – KALWALL, SKYLINIE, VELUX, KINGSPAN
08 63 00 – Metal Framed Skylights – SKYLINIE, VELUX
08 45 00 – Translucent Wall and Roof Assemblies – KALWALL, STRUCTURES UNLIMITED
08 45 00 – Translucent Window System – KALWALL
08 62 10 – Tubular Daylighting Device – SOLATUBE

K A L W A L L  Structures Unlimited
high performance translucent building systems

DAYLIGHTING

08 17 13 – Integrated Door Opening Assembly - SYNTÉGRA
08 33 00 – Coiling Doors and Shutters – McKEON, COOKSON
08 33 30 – Horizontal Coiling Fire Shutter – McKEON
08 33 33 – Side-Coiling or Sliding Fire Door – McKEON
08 33 36 – Security Grilles – McKEON, COOKSON, DYNAMIC
08 33 43 – Coiling Smoke Curtains – SMOKE GUARD, McKEON
08 33 43 – Coiling Fire Curtains – SMOKE GUARD, McKEON
08 34 97 – Fixed Fabric Draft Curtain – SMOKE GUARD
08 35 13 – Accordion Fire Doors – McKEON

FIRE + SMOKE SEPARATION

08 35 00 – Bi-Fold or Multislide Door Systems - LaCANTINA, RAYDOOR, PANDA
08 35 00 – Vertical Acting Door Systems – RENLITA, SKYFOLD
08 35 13 / 10 22 33 – Accordion Partitions – MODERNFOLD, WOODFOLD
10 22 19 – Demountable Partitions – MODERNUS, SITELINE
10 22 26 – Operable Partitions – MODERNFOLD
10 22 26 – Operable Glass Walls – MODERNFOLD, LaCANTINA
10 22 29 – Automatic Vertically Retractable Acoustic Wall - SKYFOLD
10 22 43 – Sliding Glass Walls – KLEIN

MODERNFOLD™ SKYFOLD™
LaCANTINA DOORS

SPACE FLEXIBILITY + AUTOMATION + GLASS INTERIORS